the two theories need to be articulated in some way.
Why and how did human evolution give rise to, and to some degree give way to, human history? Darwinian categories (such as the 'struggle for existence') to human society.
Subsequently, however, perhaps under the in uence of Engels, the Marxists of the Second International (especially Kautsky) were so much in uenced by
Darwinism that many of Marx's justi ed reservations were forgotten or ignored. Historical materialism was increasingly perceived in evolutionist and determinist terms and was even reduced, particularly by Kautsky, to little more than a form of social Darwinism.
While the theorists of the early Third International effectively rejected this form of determinist and evolutionist historical materialism in their revolutionary practice, their preoccupation with political affairs prevented them from making the necessary conceptual revisions to their account of historical materialism at the theoretical level.
The task of elaborating the non-determinist and non-evolutionist historical materialism outlined in Marx's own writings, and suggested by the political practice of the early Third International, was, according to this view, taken up by the theorists of Western Marxism. These, in their various ways, developed a much more conceptually sophisticated historical materialism, an
